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The cover afforded under this section follows closely the
cover provided under a general third party policy except
that the accident must have been caused by or through or
in connection with any lift or hoist specified in the schedule.
Substantial limits of indemnity are essential in lift insur*
ances, for while lift, accidents are fortunately not of frequent
occurrence, they are likely to prove expensive to settle if
persons of substance are involved in them. It is advisable,
therefore, to ensure that the limit per accident is selected
according to the number of persons that the lift is con-
structed to carry.
Exceptions—section I
The Company shall not be liable under this Section to pay
for
(1) (a) deterioration of insulation or the wearing away or
wearing out of any part of any Machine caused by or
naturally resulting from use or exposure;
(b) gradually developing flaws defects cracks or partial
fractures in any part of any Machine not necessitating
immediate stoppage of such Machine although at some
future time repair or renewal of the parts all'ected may
be necessary;
 (c)	repair or renewal of fuses collecting brushes or elec-
trical contacts which make and  break a circuit in
ordinary working or springs or in the case of hydraulic
machines faces or wearing parts of operating valves
and packings or leathers;
 (d)	repair or renewal of pneumatic or electric door or gate
operators air compressors or their connected pipes and
valves call or position signalling apparatus or rectifiers
for the main current supply to the Machine;
(e)	tightening up or refitting or renewal of keys or the
remaking of joints of any kind.
 (2)	breakage   or   sudden   overheating   of   bearing   steps  or
bushes;
 (3)	loss of use.
Apart from (3) above, the exceptions to the breakdown cover
merely define more closely the limits of the breakdown insur-
ance. Loss of use of a lift is outside the scope of the indemnity.
General Exceptions
,The Company shall not be liable in respect of
(1)  damage or liability for damage to property caused by or

